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In A and B v C, D and E [2020] EWCA Civ 409, the English Court of Appeal issued on 19 March
2020 an order compelling a non-party to arbitration proceedings seated in New York to give
evidence in support of the arbitration.

 

The Arbitration

The dispute arose under two settlement agreements between A and B on the one hand (the
“Claimants”), and C and D on the other (the “Respondents”), in relation to the exploration and
development of an offshore oil field in a central Asian state (the “State”). The settlement
agreements entitled the Claimants to a percentage of the proceeds from the sale of the
Respondents’ respective interests in the oil field to the State in 2002.

The Claimants commenced arbitration seated in New York under the settlement agreements. One
of the main issues in dispute was the nature of certain payments, described as “signature bonuses”,
made by the Respondents to the State. The Respondents argued that these payments were
deductible from the sale proceeds as costs. The Claimants alleged that these payments were bribes,
and therefore not properly deductible.

The Claimants relied upon the fact that G, an individual who negotiated the sale on behalf of the
State, had historically been indicted by a US court for corruption charges. In this respect, they were
seeking the evidence of E, an individual who negotiated the questioned payments directly with G
on behalf of the Respondents. E was resident in England, outside the jurisdiction of the courts of
the arbitral seat, and was not prepared to give evidence in New York, where the hearing was due to
take place. The only means to adduce E’s evidence in the arbitration was therefore an order by the
English courts compelling him to give evidence either at the evidentiary hearing or prior to the
hearing through means which would then allow the evidence to be adduced at the hearing (for

instance, a video recording).1)

On 13 November 2019, the tribunal granted the Claimants permission to apply to the English
courts in order to compel E’s testimony.
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Legal Basis of the Application to the English Courts

The Claimants applied to the English courts under section 44 of the English Arbitration Act 1996,
seeking an order permitting them to take E’s evidence by deposition under English Civil Procedure

Rule 34.8.2)

Section 44(1) of the Arbitration Act provides that the court has the same powers to make orders for
the purposes of and in relation to arbitral proceedings as it has in “legal proceedings”. Section
44(2) lists a number of matters in respect of which the court has such powers, which include the
“taking of the evidence of witnesses”.

 

The Position in Earlier Case Law

The English High Court concluded that the English courts did not have jurisdiction to grant the
order sought against E, who was not a party to the arbitration. Although Mr Justice Foxton noted
that the plain wording of section 44 of the Arbitration Act suggested the contrary, he felt
compelled to reach the conclusion he did due to existing case law. He did however note that, in the
absence of this case law, he saw “considerable force” in the argument that (at least certain
provisions of) section 44 could be used to make orders against non-parties.

In particular, two earlier decisions of the High Court concluded (although one of them obiter) that
section 44 of the Arbitration Act did not empower English courts to make orders against non-

parties to the arbitration.3) These judgments concerned orders in respect of different matters listed
in section 44(2), and not the taking of witness evidence. On the contrary, in the only case that had
dealt with an order for the taking of witness evidence under section 44(2)(a), the High Court judge
found that he had jurisdiction to make the order, but declined to use his discretion to do so.
Notably, in this latter judgment, whether section 44 covered orders against non-parties was not
argued.

 

The Court of Appeal Judgment

In the Court of Appeal, Lords Justices Flaux, Newey and Males overturned the decision of the
High Court. They found that section 44(2)(a) grants an English court the power to make an order
for the taking of witness evidence in support of an arbitration seated outside of England and Wales
by way of deposition from a witness who is not a party to that arbitration. The reasoning of the
court was as follows:

Section 44(1) read together with the definition of “legal proceedings” in section 82(1)4) grants an1.

English court the same powers to make orders in relation to arbitration proceedings as it has in

relation to domestic civil proceedings.

Section 44(1) must also be read together with section 2(3). Section 2(3) provides that the power2.

conferred by section 44 is exercisable even if the seat of the arbitration is outside England and

Wales, thereby explicitly permitting English courts to make orders in support of foreign

arbitrations.

The wording of section 44(2)(a) is wide enough to cover all witnesses, irrespective of whether3.

https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Comm/2020/258.html
https://signon.thomsonreuters.com/?productid=PLCUK&viewproductid=UKWL&lr=0&culture=en-GB&returnto=https%3a%2f%2fuk.westlaw.com%2fCosi%2fSignOn&tracetoken=0521200531130EXLQGJF0YA9K37IF_Ia-piuZDNnsnFoGQiujYGrnUzL37z71G2LDaYLZHfMp5QVkbg0a5EWX7wfURSoJ0NegeHQj4Kzipzd80ImfxkZHF7glsQ4J2Xd_qRtHEKzGlyF8B_mPDrTp2Xi47NA-YiFUO8BpPOYoxqTqQ9Oyl50f8e83BavpA_qD-p6oU1Wnbp3S_6fXM2dZdRodSVhFlz1xM2OwGv7723GZGbi5O3GTrgNlHrQpUJ0zxbFphIRfnFLM4PXKnrrVGaHql4HLXFNyzgYQBIzRN_OgZbipr314q1EThU5GlExI5RRjOUBUmd_aF_17v9q0HRBOBWez81dtKi3EIOb_YOObtldhFc3zb_4&bhcp=1
https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2020/409.pdf
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they are a party to the arbitration. There was no basis to limit “witnesses” exclusively to parties to

the arbitration, and it would be fair to say that this provision was principally directed against

witnesses who are not under the control of the parties to the arbitration. Witnesses are often not

parties to the dispute. The reference to witnesses ought not to connote only party witnesses.

The English court has the power to order evidence to be given by deposition in domestic civil4.

proceedings under Civil Procedure Rule 34.8. Therefore, section 44(2)(a) confers upon the court

the power to order the same in relation to foreign arbitration proceedings. Although there are

situations in which an English court may only issue a letter of request, as opposed to an order for

deposition, in support of foreign court proceedings, this was irrelevant. Section 44(1) looks solely

to the powers English courts have in respect of domestic court proceedings, and not to the powers

they have in respect of foreign court proceedings.

Subject to the “gateways” of section 44(1) and 44(4) which set out when the court may exercise5.

its power,5) the courts enjoy a discretion as to whether to issue an order or not. In particular,

section 2(3) allows courts to decline to issue an order in aid of a foreign arbitration, when it

considers the foreign seat makes it inappropriate to do so.

 

An Important but Limited Confirmation

The judgment of the Court of Appeal empowers English courts to assist with the taking of witness
evidence in foreign arbitrations. Parties arbitrating across the globe are therefore able to apply to
the English courts for assistance with the taking of witness evidence, even if the witness is not a
party to the arbitration. England’s position as a jurisdiction that can step up to support arbitrations,
no matter where they are seated, will allow this practice to develop and grow in the future.

The English courts enjoy discretion in making orders for the taking of witness evidence in foreign
arbitrations. They may decline to do so if they find that, in the circumstances of the particular case,
the fact that the seat is located outside the jurisdiction makes the granting of the order
inappropriate.

However, the judgment of the Court of Appeal is limited in scope. While it resolved the question
whether section 44(2) of the Arbitration Act may be used to obtain orders for the taking of witness
evidence against non-parties, it explicitly left open the question whether other powers granted by
section 44(2) are exercisable against non-parties. Parties seeking such orders against non-parties to
the arbitration (including, for instance, interim injunctions and orders for the preservation of
evidence) will still need to overcome the hurdle of earlier case law suggesting this is not possible.
However, the reasoning of the Court of Appeal in A and B v C, D and E will likely guide these
future developments as English courts consider and analyse the scope of section 44(2) of the
Arbitration Act.

 

The authors would like to thank Dilpreet Dhanoa for her support.
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